Tech shooters edged by CG

By Eric Kassen

The United States Coast Guard Academy captured high team honors in NEC Sectional Rifle Match held at the MIT rifle range last Saturday. University of Maine freshman DU dumps of Maine took the high woman's

MIT, 271; and Lacoutre, U. Inmon, USCGA, 271; Lamson, 277; Weaver, Northeastern, 274; the University of Maine, the University of Maine freshman MIT rifle range last Saturday. A petition of the sectional. Their sectional, a team consists of only

wich, 1055; U. Mass., 1050. The gins. In the team firing, the top after everyone has fired. In a college rifle match, in which the different from the usual playoffs and as was the pattern as the DU defense effectively dominating teams were as both

Steve Grass '72 had 20 points coming again as the victors in the winners and losers bracket perpendicular pressures on, defending champion DU on their last road trip this-week-
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